School Lap Counter
With RFID no line ups,
students run free, and
apart from each other!
Orbiter’s lap counting system is just what your school needs to make your
mileage program successful. It uses radio frequency identification (RFID)
tags to keep track of students. The Orbiter registers each lap as the tag passes
an Orbiter detector. For annual State testing or daily training, it even tracks
time and split times.
The detectors only take 3 minutes to set up and can be rolled into place. It is
easy for all physical education teachers to use because no computer is
required outdoors.
It is a completely “touch less” system with a range of 15 ft to 47 ft
depending on the power setting and type of tag used. Because there are no
mats, cables or components to put together on the play field it is ideal for
use at schools.
Teachers may now look up at students and encourage them rather
than looking down punching cards or scanning bar codes.
Plus, the Orbiter is as economical to use as any bar code
product without the hassle of manual scanning.

Easy 3 minute set up
8 hour battery life
100% wireless

One Orbiter provides service to the entire school and has an ROI
as Orbiter saves 4 hours per week in paper work.

"Orbiter will price match a bar-code system over
the life of the system."

No barcode line-ups
Extreme weather use
Easy to use software
Long Range
Up to 47 ft.

School Lap Counter
Let Orbiter track the miles for
your school running program!
Are you tired of messy punch cards, keeping track of
Popsicle sticks and queuing up impatient students? Do
your parent volunteers think it is drudgery? Are you
spending hours tabulating lap data? Don't like barcodes?

Easy to Use
Safe Operation
Proven Reliability
Touchless Operation
Durable Construction

If you can answer “yes” to any of the above, then
Orbiter RFID is your solution. With our lap counting
machine you simply hand out bracelets, turn on the
machine and start the run. Each child runs past the
Orbiter and whether there are 30 students or 500
they flow past the Orbiter without stopping.
Here’s how it works: Students names are entered
at the beginning of school year- either manually
or by computer download. On the day of each
event, just take the Orbiter to the Start/Finish line
and turn it on- and the Orbiter is ready in just 3
minutes. Orbiter’s patented design is the only
RFID system without cables and separate parts making
it ideal for teachers.
Physical Education teachers have little time to mess with
complicated set up. This maximizes P.E. teaching time.
Orbiter will read each student’s bracelet every time a lap is completed
and automatically stores it in the system. Kids love the idea the Orbiter
is talking to them with the “beep.” Orbiter automatically counts students
laps AND provides optional split times and total times.
At the end of the day just bring the unit in and download the day’s
results into the teacher’s PC. To recharge the battery just plug the Orbiter
into electrical outlet for next day use. Lap and time data cannot be lost
because the RFID memory is non-volatile.
The system is compatible with most mileage software. Orbiter offers an
open architecture and may be used with our existing software so your
program is only enhanced.
• Ideal for PTA Fundraisers and encouraging parents to run with kids,
rather than punch cards.
• One tag per student or reusable tags traded between classes.
• More than one teacher and class may use the Orbiter at the same
time.
• Daily use is automated and new runs started automatically.
• Reports generated with the click of a button.

*Eligible for LeMay Grants
For more information call: 888-816-4366
Or visit: www.Orbiter.com/school
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